in the latter it is a ME. £ which has been regularly developed into ι. ME. ϊ produces in NSc. always a diphthong. The word nighest has the same form nlst in Sc. and in Dev.; but in Dev. it = a ME. form ntst from nighest through vocalisation of the gutt, and in Sc. it is from a MSc. form nSst = ONthmb. ntsta, cf. Sievers, § 166, δ and § 313, note. § 439. In 5. 2712 there is an apparently false rime, due perhaps to a misunderstanding of the scribe. The passage as written in the MS. runs thus: -
The king Clariodus and his companie In schipis enterit hes and suddanlie They drew vp saillis and over the waves schare They glyd anone alse swift as onie fyre And day and night thay sojorne not nor rest The scribe perhaps understood share, prt. of sheer, to cut, OE. sceran, sccer-, so apparently also Piper, who puts a full-stop at schare. But the word is really an adj. = OE. scir, bright, shining, cf. Dougl. in the schyre air, 2. 192. 10, schire : desyre 2. 152. 8; K. Q. schire : fyre, 76. Jam. Diet, gives the word as still in use in Scotl. in sense of clear, bright, and clear, transparent, "clear liquor we call shire". The following line above, then, contains the predicate to which the adverbial phrase over the waves belongs, so that there should be no stop at schyre, for which schare in written. The mingling of pret. and hist, pres. in one sentence need cause no offence; it is not unusual, and is, in fact, very common in Sc. poetry; the following verb, too, sojorne, is a present. Mod. rec. sp. has an adj. sheer, with (ii), which is derived from ON. skcer, Sweet, p. 341; this would, on the analogy of seat, ON. sceti, give in late MSc. and NSc. an ξ, so that, if we can get over the difficulty of the sch for ON. sk, (perhaps there was a confusion of different forms) it is possible that the scribe understood the word correctly as an adj., but inserted another word, schare, (sheer), with the same meaning.
§ 440. wyse, wayis, &c. a) wayis (OE. wegas) also spelt way es, 2. 428 (&c. β) wyse, once vyse (3. 2220) = OE. wise, rimes with words containing a) OE. Ί -: syse (slpas) 3. 2220 : hyis (3. sg. Mgian) 2. 440. -b) Fr. i -: devyse 1. 422 (&c.) : Meliades 1. 634 (&c.) : coccatrice 2. 278 : advyse 3. 60 : gyse 3.1242, 4. 248 : suppryse 4. 634. § 441. Here it is pretty evident that the author only nsed the word wyse = OE. wise-, for the one rime with is probably only due to the scribe who changed a historic pres. ryse into a pret. raise, and the rimes in (a. e) are also more probably evidence of previous ϊ than «, for although the meaning praise suits the passages best, the forms praise and pryse are often interchanged, in fact pryse, prize, is used in the sense of praise very frequently in ME. and MSc., it is so even as late as Shakes p. But the scribe was more familiar with the form wayis, and often put this in, in spite of the rimes and even when a singular word is necessary, e. g. on this wayis, 1.1541 (&c.), on sike ane vayes 4. 2639; cf. Wall, in this wayis : dayis (= days), 8.530, (here the author uses the form wayis, and as a singular). This substitution of wayis for wyse led the scribe occasionally to alter the rime-word in the same manner, e. g. wayis : sayis 3. 2314 (&c.), the latter word being generally spelt syse or syis-, and so in the rime wayis : raise, he probably found before him wyse : ryse, and first altered wyse into wayis and then for the sake of the rime ryse into raise, to which there was a special inducement in the circumstance that a pret. seemed more suitable than a pres., the surrounding verbs being preterites. He acted similarly in his substitution of praise for the author's pryse, e. g. praise : suffais for pryse : suffyse. In the rimes above in (a. e) the scribe in one case has left pryse, in the other has changed it to praise.
The rime in Satir. P. 35. 75, gyse : alwyse (for always) shows how completely identical the two forms wyse and wayis had become.
§ 442. belyth appears twice in rune, Thay drest them to the inariag belyth : blyth 1. 664, In land of Calice enterit is belyth : sweith (OE. swipe), 1.940. In the latter, the meaning blithe might suit the passage, as a few lines further on we read, "the fresch Clariodus . . . glad lie could him speid", But to suit the metre a dissyllable is necessary and in the former passage the word requires a different meaning from blyth, with which it stands in rime. Perhaps it is written for belyve, which the author may have written, but a scribe misunderstood, or spelt differently in order to improve the rime. Such an assonance between p and v is exceptional in Clar., but we have one in kyth : belyue 5. 1248, and we have similar ones elsewhere, e. g. Sc. Leg. swith : belyfe 5/32, Frei r is of B. belyve : blyth 262, Rosw. blyth : belyve 4, Am. (see K lbing, p. 21) blij?e : f?ryue : lyue : fyue. These rimes make it probable that we should alter in Clar. to belyve. Or was there another word belythe = altogether, in company, and connected with ME. lid, sb. = ON. lift, order, assembly? Cf. Lag. a leoOe, 5307 (in a body?), Langl. in oon 1ψ, Β. 16. 181. Or perhaps more probably connected with ME. lip, (= ON. lytirl), a doublet of ME. leod = OE. le d, people, race, cf. Sir Tr. lij?e, (pi.) : swtye : bli]?e : ki} ?e, 1640 , Hav. lithe, 2515 . § 443. Final syllables -ite, -ine, -ive, -ice, &c.
Ellis, EEP., p. 272 &c., uses the present pronunc. of the majority of words containing these syllables, as he does that of those containing -ly, to prove that in Chauc.'s time a diphthongal pronunc. of long ϊ was impossible. In this conclusion he was probably right for Chaucer; but he goes further and says it would be "difficult to suppose that, at a time when the (ai) or (ei) or (ai) pronunc. of long l was common, as at the close of the 15 th and begining of the 16 th cent., it should have been deliberately rejected from these words and replaced by (i) when the accent was thrown back permanently. But we know that such words had (i) in the 16 th cent, and that this sound has continued to the present day. For my own part I cannot force myself to suppose that i in the last syllable of the following words ever had any other sound but (ii, i, ii, i) ". Then he gives a list including such words as servyse, justise, merite, sangwyn, opposit, superlatif, ypocrite, famyne, doctrine, &c. § 444. But it is perhaps not quite so certain that the (ai) pronunc. could not exist as well in some words. It is true that the majority of such words have no diphthong in rec. sp. in their final syll. at the present day. But anyone familiar with the London dial, will at once acknowledge the frequent pronunc. of opposite with a diphthong (ai) or (ai); so also in favorite we sometimes hear (ai). In many similar words in which the last syll. has retained the stress, or acquired a secondary stress, or which have, in the case of dissyllables, "level-stress", mod. rec. sp. has the diphthong, e. g. appetite, satellite, paradise, porcupine, Serpentine, parasite, Pakstine, mesmerise, Gentile, divine, revive, &c.; in others the pronunc. varies, e. g. several words in -tie, as futile, servile, in -ine, as iodine, columbine, in -ive as endive. How are these to be explained? At first one might be inclined to look upon the diphthong as an artificial pronunc. according to the spelling, many of the words being such as are not in popular use, and are therefore first learnt through the eye. But the word opposite, with (ai), at any rate, is found amongst such classes in London and elsewhere as render this explanation unlikely. It seems much more satisfactory to accept a possible double pronunc. in popular language, from that point on when the diphthonging of ϊ began, according as the final syll. was stressed or not, and to look upon the usage of poets in employing both forms according to the exigencies of rime as resulting partly from this occasional twofold pronunc. of vernacular growth and not altogether as being an artificial poetical licence, as Ellis explains; the (ai) forms were distinctly admitted by Gill and used by him even in prose.
§ 445. These words are exactly similar to the words ending in -ly, -y, cf. § 415, which certainly have two pronunciations in Clar. Concerning these Ellis says, p. 281, that Gill does not represent an old pronunc. but only a poetical licence, and "there seems no reason to suppose that this termination -ly ever had, in natural speech, the sound of (lai)". But on p. 855 we find in Gill's transcription of the Psalms, i. e. in prose (tryylai, oonlai, syyrlai, ekselensai) , and p. 851, Spenser, (infamai) &c., where the (ai) was not necessitated by any exigencies of rime and metre, and cannot therefore be considered a poetical licence. Gill also gives the forms (mizerai, konstansai, destinai).
§ 440. Of course we cannot explain anything like all the rimes, which prove a diphthong, from popular pronunc.; beyond the adverbs in -ly, and nouns in -y, it was only a limited number ot such words that found their way into popular speech at all, and that could therefore acquire a double pronunc. of vernacular growth; but many of those which have now the (ai) pronunc. are words which have probably long been established in the vernacular, e. g. delight, Serpentine, opposite (in dial.) appetite, &c., and to this the diphthong is probably due.
The assumption of two pronunciations of natural growth gives us an explanation not only of the use of such syllables in rime, but also of the occasional dialectal or the half obsolete pronunc. sometimes heard from the lips of aged people, of the unsettled pronunc. in many words and of the undoubted diphthong in rec. sp. in many others, as appetite, &c., which do not agree in this respect with the majority. It seems difficult to have to assume so extensive a slavery to orthography as would explain all these anomalies.
§ 447. If we allow, as we almost certainly must, a general diphthongal pronunc. of long ι for the time when Clar. was written, we must also allow it for the final syllables in the following words in rime, (cf. § 431) -apitite, fellonie, multiplied, matutine, melancholic, exultive, superlative, disdpleine, chevalrie, paradice, exyle, delyte, inclyne, companie, or consider the rimes faulty. In many the diphthong is doubtless only artificial. Ellis's lists do not contain sufficient material to give us any exact rules about the mod. diall. We find the following words in his lists with ι or Ϊ (not the diphthong) -D. 33, (cf. also DSS., p. 146) polite, oblige, type, chastise, advertise, baptise, civilise, invite, D. 38. delight, D. 39. obliged, idolised, practise, advertise, exercise, martyrising, invited, D. 41 . admire. It appears, therefore, that the diphthong in these words is not so frequent in Scotl. as in Engl. and that consequently the above rimes may have been for a Sc. poet even more artificial than for an Engl. one, and are perhaps a further sign of the poet's imitation of Engl. models, or borrowing from Engl. rec. sp., if the pronunc. of the words just mentioned agrees with the dial, to which he belonged. Ellis gives no suitable words in the dial, of D. 34, which would probably be nearest to that of Clar. Many words which were used in the poetical works of the MSc. period never got a hold on the spoken language and would probably not now exist among natives speaking true dial. But the very fact of their being introduced into the language of poetry at a time when the political and literary relations between France and Scotl. were so intimate would make it a priori probable that the i should have its French prouunc., especially in D. 34, and it is noticeable that some words in the above rime-list are spelt with i and not y, e. g. paradice, exultive, superlative, &c., and occasionally ei is written, e. g. disdpleine, so that the rimes are not correct for the eye. The ei is doubtless due to a Sc. scribe who pronounced with ΐ; the forms with i can be of similar origin, or may be merely instances of Engl. spelling. We have already seen that the author also occasionally rimed Fr. i with earlier e, so that he evidently used both pronunciations in these words, with (ii) and (θί) or (ei); but from the evidence of the rimes the latter was the usual pronunc.; whether this was altogether artificial and contrary to his native dial, or not, cannot be settled till the mod. (b) in which a vowel has fallen out between r and n, OE. beforan, boren, &c., for it is better to consider these, too, perhaps, and also the rimeword porne, as containing a long vowel, or at least half-long, since in Murray's dial., D. 33, the o in born, torn, shorn, storm, corn, horn, &c., has been treated in exactly the same way as that in hope, sole, fore, &c., viz. it appears as (u 1 ). Ellis's material for the other diall. is too meagre and of two mixed a character to allow us to make any rules, open appears with (oo, ee, aa), hope with (oo, au, ou, au, u) , foal with (o, oo, o) . It is difficult to see from this what the regular development is. The rime in (g) is perhaps evidence of the commencement of a raising process towards (u).
It is noticeable that OE. beforan appears in two forms, with and without n.
O: § 451. 1. Before 1 + cons. -rimes with a) OE. aid = WS. eald, see § 268 (b) . The o which was lengthened before Id already in the OE. period, see Kluge PG. 1. 866, remains unchanged, gold is the only word appearing in rime; this has in the mod. Sc. diall. (uu) in 33, 35, 36, (oo) Kölbing, p. 65) . The more correct interpretation of this, however, is given by Brandl, Zielke, Fick, Wischmann, and Sweet § 693; but these do not all »entirely agree, and perhaps we should make some difference between the N. of Engl. and Scot!., thus having at least three distinct districts.
§ 460. In rec. sp. OE. ö and Fr. ü (or ui) have never coincided, »except under particular circumstances, cf. food with conclude, boot with fruit j but on the other hand food with multitude, goose with use, moor with cure, &c.; i. e. there is coincidence only after r and I, and perhaps occasionally after s (cf. suit). Nor has there been any coincidence with AFr. u (= OFr. o) except in the case of words which have been re-borrowed at a later period, generally with the Parisian ou (= u), cf. boot with devout (but route), spoon with renown, &c. In the S. W. we have a partial coincidence between OE. ö and Fr. ü and AFr. u, and, strange to say, in almost the same forms as in Scotl., (9& 2 ) and (yiy\), cf. Elworthy, dial, of W. Somerset, p. 51, and Ellis EEP., the lists for Devonshire, D. 11, in Vol. . § 461. In N. Engl. and Scotl. the mod. diall. are perfectly in harmony with Northern ME. and MSc. rimes, for OE. ö and Fr. ü coincide as a rule everywhere (as far as Ellis's lists go), but the forms are very different in Yorks, and Scotl., and it is but natural to suppose that the differentiation is not of recent date and that the rimes between OE. ö and Fr. ü perhaps do not indicate the same pronunc. in H am p. as they do in Bruce, especially as it is possible perhaps that the Fr. words with ü found their way into Central Scotch at a different date and in a different form from that in which they were received into Southern and Northern Engl.; at any rate they probably soon developed in a somewhat different direction in Sc. Ellis's lists being so meagre with regard to words of Fr. origin, it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions; and the agreement between OE. and Fr. ü might be considered to be in some diall. only partial and therefore misleading; but the agreement of the few examples given and the strong evidence of all MSc. texts render this improbable. A full and careful examination of all the mod. diall. is necessary before the vexed question of the development of OE. and Fr. ü can be finally settled. Perhaps no other vowels show such a variety in their representation in the mod. diall. as these do. § 462. We will first look at Scotland. OE ö has become (of course subject to some exceptions) (9, 99) given by Ellis in the other diall. are also mostly in agreement; so that we may probably consider it as settled that OE. ö and Fr. ü have in Scotl. everywhere shared the same fortunes, and that in all MSc. diall. they must have coincided in value.
§ 463. In the N. Engl. diall. OE. ö appears in a variety of forms, (iu, ii«, yu, u) in 32, (wu, iu, re) &c. in 31, chiefly (ire) in 30, (au, oeu, in) in 26, (oeu, u) in 25, (uu, ui, uui, mre) in 21, and variations of (u, uu) in 20, 21, 22, 23; i.e. we may consider the difference from rec. sp. to be confined to the counties Northumb., Dur., Cumb., Westm. and Yorks., which all show a combination with i as first element, which agrees with the (ü) of 39 (Aberd. and Banffs.) rather than with South" and Central Scotch; while the other diall. of the N. and Midi, show some variation of (uu) and thus agree with rec. sp. There is, in the Northern counties mentioned, on the whole, perfect agreement with Fr. w, just as in Scotl. The question is, has the (ire) of Yorks, arisen in the same way as the (ii) of Aberd. ? and is the (aa) of the Southern Counties of Scotl. the result of the same MSc. or ME. representative of one or both of these sounds? § 4b4. One thing is certain, that neither OE. ö nor Fr. ü ever became u under ordinary circumstances in N. Engl. or in Sc., for there is nowhere in the mod. diall. a coincidence with OE. ü; this latter has remained ü to the present day in the whole of Sc. and most of the N. of Engl. The rimes between Fr. ü and OE. ü or Fr. u which are found in some MSc. and North" ME. texts must find some special explanation (analogy or transference?). According to the examples given by Behrens, Frz. St. 5. 118, they seem to be chiefly peculiar to words in which the vowel is followed by r or n, and here exchange of suffix may play a large part.
§ 465. In the Sc. Leg. and Troj. W. there are also rimes between Fr. ü and OE. ü in final position, e. g. now : vertu, &c., see Buss p. 500. These are at first sight very striking, but Fr. ü in final position and before vowels seems to have had a different development from that which it had before conss., (cf. Nicol. Trans. Philol. Soc. 1877, Appendix III, vi); it has produced (au) in 33 and (iu) in the others. Can these rimes be evidence of the change ü > iu > hi having already taken place at such an early date? This seems to be the only explanation, since OE. has never changed and /ö : ü is a possible rime. Or else the ü had become here u altogether, without any initial glide; but if so, this was not the normal development, and was perhaps limited to particular diall. Further, the (ii«) of Yorks, and the sounds in other N. Engl. and Sc. diall. admit of no satisfactory explanation from a ME. or MSc. w, and we may safely dismiss as thoroughly impossible the ö > ü theory for these districts.
§ 466. The normal value of the common North» ME. and MSc. vowel arising from OE. ö and Fr. ü has not yet been fixed, and it is a difficult matter to do so. Possibly it was different in different diall., and the neglect of this possibility has led to the conflicting theories with regard to it. We have to account for the following modern sounds (iu, ii«, 99, yy, ii). All bnt (99) are easily explainable in one category, and perhaps also (99) as well, though at first sight this seems doubtful.
§ 467. For the latter the explanations of Fick, Sweet, Brandl, Nicol and Murray are very plausible and probably not far from the mark. Fick's first suggestion, p. 30, is impossible; the two sounds after once coinciding cannot have separated again, and the contradiction which he notices in Ellis's statements is explained by an examination of the latter's lists in Pt V of EEP. The (yy) referred to by Ellis on p. 298 of Pt I, as given by Murray in Fr. words, is not found in Murray's own dial., as we have seen above, but is found in other diall., in which also OE. ö has become (yy). Fick then gives, p. 31, a better explanation (following Nicol and Murray), which applies for this particular dial., D. 33, viz.
OE
OE. ö was half-fronted while Fr. ü was half-lowered, and the common resulting vowel afterwards further fronted. Brandl, p. 61, also favours a similar explanation, valuing the MSc. vowel as "o?oro?w" (meaning probably the latter for final, the former for medial position), and herein agrees with Sweet § 693, u in North, ö was fronted to mid-front-narrow-round, Fr. high-front-n.-r. being levelled under the same soond".
i.e. OE. ö (mid-back-n.-r.) 1 , ra
In this case we assume that the mod. sound was already reached in the MSc. period, through OE. ö being completely fronted, while Fr. ü = (yy) was simply half-lowered.
§ 468. The following is also possible, viz. that OE. ö was both fronted and raised from mid-back-n.-r. to high~front-n.~r., and so coincided with Fr. ft, and that then this (yy) in some diall. remained, in others was unrounded and became (ii), high-front-n., and perhaps in others was halflowered only to (99], mid-front-n.-r., and in others produced a diphthong, (iu), by a gliding from the i-position into the u-position, instead of forming them both simultaneously. (With this we might compare the pronunc. of Germ, ü as (ii) in some diall, as (99) in others, and as (iu) in the mouth of an Englishman first learning German.) This would explain ill the various mod. sounds from one uniform MSc. sound; but still it is aot without its difficulties. And perhaps there may have been, as suggested already, a difference in the form in which Fr. ü was received into the different diall.
§ 469. Fick's scheme differs from the others in that he assumes Fr. ü to have been high-mixed instead of high-front, in which he follows Möller (Kopenhagen) and Ellis; Holthaus, p. 92, also holds the same view. Behrens does not allow this, and Sturmfels, p. 568, says that according to most scholars the sound was w, (yy), from the earliest times. Starting from a high-mixed instead of a high-front vowel we should not have to alter the second of the above schemes very much; it would necessitate some contradictions in the direction of change, but we seem not to be able to avoid that in any case, and similar reversions of processes are not unknown.
§ 470. We accordingly arrive at the indefinite result that the MSc. sound may have been a high-mixed, high-front, mid-mixed, or mid-front vowel, and that it may have been more than one of these, according to dial.
Henze's and Knigge's rejection of Brandl's statement is due to their failing to take difference of dial, into consideration; what they say may be correct for the diall. they specially treat, but, because it does not suit them, it does not follow that Brandl is wrong with regard to the dial, of which he writes.
§ 471. The evidence of the 16 th cent, grammarians must be considered in connection with the above, though we must still bear in mind that they may also have had different diall. in consideration, when they made their statements concerning Sc. pronunc.
Salesbury (1547): "The sound of u in French, or ü with two pricks over the heade in Duch [i. e. German] or the Scottish pronunciation of u allndeth somwhat nere vnto the sound of it in Welshe, thoughe yet none of them all, doeth so exactly (as I thynk) expresse it, as the Hebraick Kubuts doeth. For the Welsh u is none other thing, but a meane sounde betwyxte u and y beyng Latin vowels." § 472. Hart (1551) in his «former treatise" (see Ellis, p. 796): «The other abuse of the u, is that we sound yt as the Skottes and French men doo, in theis wordes gud and fust: Wheras most communely we our selves (which the Grekes, Latines, the vulgar Italiens, and Germaines with others doo alwais) kepe his true sound: as in theis wordes, but, unto, and further. Yf you marke well his uzurped sound in gud and fust (and others of the Skottish and french abuse) you shal find the sound of the diphthong iu, keping both the i and u, in their proper vertu, both in sound and voel, as afore is said we ought : sounding yt in that voice wherefore we now abuse to write, you. What difference find you betwixt the sound of you, and u in gud and fust?" &c.
§ 473. Hart (in his specimen of phonetic writing as transcribed into palaeograph by Ellis, pp.801, 802, according to the latter's interpretation of Hart's own symbols; it is possible that where Ellis reads (yy) we should understand (in) with Holthaus, but this is also uncertain, cf. below): p. 801, "Nou third for dhe Spaniard, HI abyyz-eth dhe i, and u, in kon· sonants as ui-and the Frensh du, and dhe u, oft'n, in dhe Frensh and Skot'ish sound." p. 802, "And nou last ov aul, dhe Frensh, uidh th-abyys ov dhe tt, in dhe skot'ish leik sound of dhe iu diphthoq, Huitsh, nor Ital'ian nor Dutsh did ever giv tn w, &c. it with vs in sounde, and for consonant, except the Brutes as is sayd: the French doe never sound it right, but vsurpe on, for it, the Spanyard doth often vse it right as we doe, but often also abuse it with vs; [Holthaus somewhat alters the construction by printing a comma here instead of a semicolon] the French and the Scottish in the sounde of a Diphthong: which keeping the vowels in their due sounds, commeth of i and u, (or verie neare it) is made and put togither vnder one breath, confounding the soundes of i, and u, togither: which you may perceyue in shaping thereof, if you take away the inner part of the tongue, from the upper teeth or Gummes, then shall you sound the u right, or in Bounding the French and Scottish u, holding still your tongue to the vpper teeth or gums, and opening your lippes somewhat, you shall perceyue the right sounde of i". § 476. B are t (1573), Ellis, p. 168: "And as for the sound of V consonant [a misprint for vowel] whether it be sounded more sharply as in the spelling blue or more grossly like oo, as we sound Booke, it were long here to discusse. Some therefore think that this sharpe Scottish V is rather a diphthong than a vowell, being compounded of our English e and w, as indeed we may partly perceyue in pronouncing it, our tuugue it the beginning lying fiat in our mouth, and at the ende rising up with the lips also therewithall somewhat more draw en togither". § 477. Holyband (1609), (Ellis, p. 228, note, Sweet § 870), in his 'French Litleton", a handbook for learning French: "Where you must take paine to pronounce our, v, otherwise then in English: for we do thinke that when Englishmen do profer, v, they say, you: and for, q, we suppose they say, kiou: but we sound, v, without any helpe of the tongue, ioyning the lips as if yon would whistle; and after the manner that the Scots do sound Gud". § 478. Hume, a Scotchman who spent 16 years in England, (he was educated at Dunbar and St. Andrews and was afterwards Headmaster of the High School in Edinburgh, and later in similar positions at Prestonpans and Dunbar), in his treatise "of the Orthographie and Congraitie of the Britan Tongue", EETS , ed. Wheatley, which was probably written in or soon after the year 1617, speaking of the "Latine vouales", § 18 (p. 10 Wheatley), says: "u, the south pronounces quhen the syllab beginnes or endes at it, as eu, teu for tu, and eunum meunus for unum munus, quhilk because it is a diphthong sound, and because they themselfes, quhen a consonant followes it, pronunce it other wayes, I hoep I sal not need argumentes to prove it wrang, and not a pure voual". Again, in his chap, «of the Britan vouales" § 9, (p. 11 Wheatley): "U, the last of this rank, the south, as I have said in the latin sound of it, pronounces eu, we ou, both, in my simple judgement, wrang, for these be diphthong soundes, and the sound of a voual sonld be simple. If I sould judge, the frensh sound is neerest the voual sound as we pronunce it in mule and muse". § 479. From the above we derive at once one certain result; four of the six independent witnesses are agreed that Sc. u and Fr. u were pronounced alike, viz. Salesbury, Hart, Smith and Holyband. That they do not mean by Sc. u the same as OE. u is shown by the express mention of the word gud by Hart, Holyband and Smith; the latter of whom gives a number of other examples all containing OE. 0; and besides, OE. u never could have been identical with Fr. #, as it has remained unchanged in Scotl. from OE. down to the present day. We thus find that not only had OE. ö and OFr. ü coincided, but that in the 16^ cent, the pronunc. was exactly the same as the French of that time gave to their vowel M; and from the phonetic descriptions of the sound given both by Englishmen and Frenchmen (e. g. Holyband in "Gentil-homme Bourbonnois") we are led to conclude that it was the same as that of Fr. ü of the present day, viz. high-front-narrow-round. The Scotchman Hume also identifies the Fr. pronunc. of u with that of mule and muse in Sc.
§ 480. Holthaus endeavours to use the above evidence in all cases as proof of a diphthongal pronunc. (iu), while Ellis everywhere finds support for a pruuunc. as (yy). This latter must undoubtedly be right for the four mentioned, Sb., Ht., Sm. and Holyb., in their references to Sc. Hart's statements are, it is true, difficult to reconcile with each other,.but, because he in one place gives a correct definition of a diphthong, there is no reason to hold with Holthaus that he never misused the word. Are any of those early orthoepists totally free from inconsistencies? And as others most certainly "abused" the term diphthong, we are not unjustified in supposing that Hart sometimes did the same. And he may have been led to it by his very explanation of the sound; he distinctly says it "commeth of i and u (or verie neare it) is made and put togither under one breath"; this must mean that it was a simple sound, but, so to speak, made of the running together of two sounds, which be therefore considers a reason for calling it a diphthong. We can quite understand an Englishman of the present day so analysing the sound of Fr. u; in fact, many a one, whose phonetic knowledge does not go very far, will be found to assert that the sound is a diphthong; in order to reproduce a sound foreign to him he has to think of two vowels known to him. Ellis and Sweet are therefore probably right in disregarding this little ambiguity, for, without doing so, we must find Hart's statements irreconcilable. Either it is untrue that the sounds in Sc. gud and Fr. fust are one and the same (and that they are is abundantly proved by the other authorities) or the sound in fust is a diphthong (iu), (for which there is no corroboration), or else Hart contradicts himself with regard to the use of the term diphthong (and for this confusion we have parallel instances).
§ 481. But perhaps there is another possible explanation of the inconsistency. Baret also seems to imply a diphthongal pronunc.; we might, of course, suppose this, too, to be the result of inexact appreciation, or incorrect description, as Ellis does; but can we not suppose that Baret was thinking of another dial., not that of Central Sc., but one in which (iu) was really pronounced? We find it to-day in N. Engl. and it may then have existed perhaps in some of the Sc. diall , or Baret may have confused N. Engl. with Sc. And Hart may in the same way have been at one time thinking of Central Sc. (yy), at another of the (iu) of some other dial. Hart is in any case open to the charge of inaccuracy, e. g. when he implies that the sound of u in Fr. fust is = you. Or are we to reckon with the possibility that he employed some dial, of Engl. other than that of rec. sp., in which you was pronounced with (yy), e. g. Devonshire, where it is so pronounced at the present day? It is a pity that the works of these grammarians are not published in full, and that we have not full particulars of their personal history. If our best phoneticians of today vary in their representation of the sounds of rec. sp. ; is it not much more likely that those of the 16 th cent, should occasionally do the s^uie, especially as the dialectal differences must have been then much more strongly marked in educated men than they are now? It is, of course, a priori probable that in speaking of Sc. pronunc. these grammarians should have had in mind Central Sc., that of the shores of the Forth, "the centre of political and ecclesiastical government, of the education as well as the commerce of the kingdom", but the differences of Sc. diall. have not as yet been sufficiently taken into consideration, and some of the authorities may have referred to other diall. § 482. Further, the following suggestion concerning the (yy) of Central Sc. may be allowed. It is perhaps not a perfectly regularly developed form, but due to contamination with French during the 15 lh arid 16 th centuries, the time of the "weill keipit ancient alliance, Maid betuix Scotland and the realme of trance" (Lyndesay). The two vowels OE. ö and Fr. ü were pronounced alike iu Central Sc. as well as in the other diall.; but the pronunc. of native development may have differed from the ü of French as spoken in France, though not perhaps to a great extent, and then, during the time of the close intimacy with France, when there was »uch a large influx of Fr. words, (which, of course, would be introduced in their native form), the older vowel, whatever it may have been, was perhaps assimilated to Fr. ü; i. e. the vow^l in the older Fr. words, which had Anglia. N. F. V. 10 perhaps modified its ü sound so as to coincide with the sound developed from OE. fl, now returned to its original pronunc. (i. e. if we assume that Fr. ü was always pronounced u) and took with it its ally, the descendant of OE. o. This perhaps may explain the double forms met with in the surrounding diall., (99) being the older one of native growth, and (yy) being the half-artificial one, which was distributed from the Edinburgh district and partly displaced the other. And hi this way we can more easily understand the common (99) of the Southern Counties and Forfarshire. Moreover, Smith's words "Gallica lingua suam veterem quasi obliterarant", see § 474, directly imply that the Scotch had corrupted their own native pronunc. with a French pronunc. On this theory we must reject altogether the general MSc. and N. Engl. (yy) suggested in §468, and the mid-mixed-narrow-round vowel would then perhaps find most favour for Scotland. Still, the (y,) of Devonshire by the side of the (a^a) of West Somerset shows that the (yy) of 34 may also have been of native growth. But the other suggestion is worth consideration. § 483. There still remain to be explained -(1) the agreement between N. Engl. and Sc. in 16 th cent., if the authorities are right in stating that both have (yy), which may be open to doubt, although this sound might have been regularly developed in N. Engl. as it has been in Devonshire, while the Central Sc. (yy) was of external origin as suggested above -(2) the similar (ire) of Yorks, and (ii) of Banffs. The former, (ife), must be from 16 tl1 cent, (yy); is the latter, (ii), from a similarly developed (yy) or from the (99) of the neighbouring districts, or from the same (yy) as existed in Central Sc. of the 16 fch cent. ? The last is improbable on account of the (99) of the intervening districts.
§ 484. The foregoing § § give us few certain results; an attempt has merely been made to show, from the materials at hand, what varieties of forms we have to deal with, and what considerations are to be observed in order to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the various problems. One thing is certain, the pronunc. of OE. ö und Fr. ü in Central Sc. (and that is what concerns us more particularly) in the 16 th cent, was (yy). Salesbury's date, 1547, is, as we suppose, not so very much later than that of Clar., und we may therefore assume that the author's pronunc. of the vowels in question was also (yy) or something very near it. § 485. Now, as to the rimes themselves in Clar., although they are as varied as the orthography, still we notice that most of them fall into two classes, (a) and (n) in § 458, i. e. self-rimes and rimes with Fr. ü, of which enough has already been said. From the rimes referred to in (f) we clearly see that the author also occasionally made use of an older pronunc. with o, but this can scarcely have been a known pronunc. in pure Sc., as we have to set the change from ö to ö at an early date; we must see here again a borrowing from Engl. The pronunc. of to : so, soune : gone in pure Sc. would have been tu : se, sun : g3n, impossible rimes. For an exactly similar rime cf. K. Q., mone : stone, st. 72 (OE. mono, : stun\ also above § 22 (c) . § 486. We notice also an ö instead of ü in the rime schuike : smoke, see (b) ; the ui must be due to a scribe, cf. the rime schölte : aivoke in (a). Kluge, P. G. 1. 884, has called attention to the fact of this ö being found instead of ü, and proved by the grammarians of the 16 th cent, e.g. Bnllokar and Gill, and by rimes and spelling in Spenser. It seems to occur especially when the vowel is followed by k, particularly in preterites, e. g. tooke, awooke, shooke, quooke, but also in the pres. looke. Fick, p. 14, also quotes mote (OE. mot?) : fote (OE. föt); (the form swör mentioned by Kluge, is somewhat different, it corresponds to the North» form sware). Cf. Ellis pp. 863, 864, where we find the rime strooke : smooke : looke : shooke, Spens. F. Q. 5. 11. 22; this warrants us in assuming that our author borrowed his rime from an Engl. poet who rimed similarly to Spens.
§ 487. The rinie behovit : hovit in (b) is also evidence of o-pronunc. in the former word, cf. the pronunc. in rec. sp. behöv and behnv. We see the regular Sc. form of behoves in (n), ü (with loss of f also). The rimes with soft in (b) and (c) merely show the shortening of the vowel.
§ 488. With regard to the spelling, we find o, oo, oe, u, ui and ou, and once each oui, eui and oi (louike, leuike, soine) . Of these, u and ui are the most frequent, and represent genuine Sc. orthography; o, oo and oe are Engl. spellings, ou is only found before n, and that both in words of Eugl. and of Fr. origin; the one case of oi, too, is in soine, OE. söna, which otherwise only appears with ou. This must mean a pronunc. as (uu), (OE. it is nearly always represented by on), but there is no trace of this in the mod. Sc. diall. and we must ascribe this spelling to a copyist in whose dial. OE. ö and Fr. ü became before n. We find the same spelling in Bruce, and also a similar spelling for OE. söna, fortoune : soyne; cf. Gol. soune : houne (= delay) : broune, adj. : douue (= down) 8 I 4 .), Dunb. soun : tonn 25. 2 , Rosw. soon : down 578, 644 : renown 634, am p. fortone : sone, see Brandl p. 61 and Menze p. 68, who states that ou appears in later ME. texts of the EMidl. dial., especially before nasals. Noltemeier, p. 19, assigns one value, viz. U, to all of the following, w, cu, ew, ou and o, even the o in broghtl § 489. The rimes in (d) , soine, soune : aboue, at first sight seem to imply the same n-sound, but in the mod. diall. soon always appears regularly with (99, yy, ii, &c.) and OE. abufan has everywhere the same vowel as soon; cf. § § 376 and 502.
§ 490. The rimes referred to in (e), with scho, pronoun, are virtually self-rimes, for in OE. seo only the has remained as bearer of the syll, cf. § 337. As usual, only is written in final position, but the pronunc. was the same as in medial position, for the mod. diall. show the regular forms (t99, tyy, tii, sh^a, shyy, shii, &c. § 501. The question of the lengthening of OE. u-has been fully discussed above in § § 361-385, where i and u are treated together. The rimes especially of weight in this question are those above in (c), (d) , (e) , (f), (g) . Carstens, p. 26, derives above from an OE. form äbüfan, and then gives just the reverse interpretation to such a rime as aboue : loue, from which he argues that the long of äbnfan has been shortened. We take the vowel u-to have been lengthened first to ö and'then, like original o, to have become ö or u, here probably the latter, where pure Sc. is meant; but we must accept ö in some of the rimes, for the author in his Anglicising tendencies produces a mishmash neither Sc. nor English. We see, for instance, in (d) , that the new-long vowel rimes with Southern Engl. ö < OE. ä, and in (f) with £ from Fr. o, (for the o in throne is different in character from that in move, prove, &c., which is (aa) or (yy) in Sc. just the same as ME. ö < OE. ö, cf. the difference in pronunc. in rec. sp.). This is the result of the author's copying a standard poetical spelling which was strange to him. Pure Sc. would be (kam) or (kaam, kyym) : (heem) : (throon). It will be noticed that one of the rimes in (d) is also inexact with regard to the conson. For similar rimes of the verb come (inf.), see §377, where we find that the u· of cuman often rimes with ME. ö.
The author, besides the genuine Sc. and Engl. pronunciations with a long vowel, uses yet another sometimes, for the vowel is evidently short in owercum and sone, soune, in (b) .
§ 502. The form abone or aboune for above was apparently unknown to the chief scribe, who wrote aboüe and abouue to the detriment of the rime; perhaps the latter is merely a mispelling for aboune; without the curl over the u there would be no difference between the two, but the curl is distinctly written in aboüe. In § 376 the forms of this word in mod. Sc. have been given. It is noticeable that the form with n is also found in the extreme S., ana that the diall. of Dev. and W. Soni. with their (aan) and (yyn) agree here too with those of Southern and Central Scotl.j it is remarkable how many points of coincidence there are in these two distant districts. § 503. The rime in (h) is probably the result of an arbitrary change of the suffix in postrum from OFr. posterne, similar to the change in guthrone 5. 990 from guiterne, cf. § 43 (i).
§ 504. rove = rest, "Etheriall foullis in the air might mak na rove", and vnrove, = unrest, "That this regioun hes brocht from sik vnrove", see (h). The former word is not infrequently found, in different forms, in Sc. texts; it rimes generally with 0, or the vowel resulting from the lengthening of u-. But itsetymol.
has not yet been settled. Jam. Diet. (Donaldson's supplement) gives roif, rove, ruve, rufe, ruff, = break, pause, cessation, hence repose, quiet, peace, and connects with Icel. rjufa to break, pause, interrupt; from which he derives the sb. rof, a breach, opening, interruption, and hence the meaning repose, quiet, peace. But this is open to question; the word appears in Sc. always in the latter sense; also the vb. rufe, only in the sense of to pause, cease, rest. The form unrufe, = unrest, Jam. connects with Germ, unruhe (! § 506. We must derive ^outh from the Angl. form (g)iugup, cf. Sweet § 359, Sievers § § 74, 157, t. Br. § 33, <?. The g is vocalised and absorbed in the preceding ü, thus producing long ü; hence the rime in (a). That in (b) must be incorrect for Sc., probably an Engl. rime. Sweet, § 829, says the preservation of ü in youth and uncouth in rec. sp. is anomalous; perhaps these are Sc. or N. Engl. forms which have found their way into rec. sp. ?
Us § 507. 1. Before nn -rimes with a) itself, sune (sunne) : run (ptc.) 5. 3022, soue : wine (for wune, OE. (jewunncn, ptc. "to be wine") 2. 970 : begune (ptc.) 2. 1612, soune : woune (ptc.) 5.1970 . wone (ptc.) : tune (OE. twine] 5. 1694. -b) OE. u-, see §500 (b) .
§ 508. The vowel is everywhere short; the occasional spellings with ou, e. g. sowie, woune, might suggest length, but these are either scribal errors (it is true, the curve is sometimes written over the u, but we have so many other cases of faulty copying that we might well assume it here) or else the ou is to be explained, as by Morsb. p. 184, from the frequent interchange of and ou in words both of Engl. and Romance origin (the final e is of no consequence). We take the vowel to be, as Morsb., Fick and others explain, not (u), y, but the mid-back-narrowround (o), the connecting link between (u) and the mod. (a), which latter is generally found in NSc. in sun, won, &c., just as in rec. sp.; possibly even this last stage (a), mid-back-narrow may already have been reached. § 509. § 510. The above rimes, looked at from the standpoint of rec. sp., appear to imply that the vowel u in both sets of words has been lengthened before nd to ü, (which is regularly represented in Clar. by ou, as usual in MSc., cf. the lists in § 530) corresponding to ME. ü and to the (au) of rec. sp., except perhaps in the words in which -er follows, where we should generally expect to find a short vowel, although we notice that here too there is some uncertainty in the spelling, both o, u and ou being used, e. g. wonder, asunder, wounder, and this last would, of course, imply n. In the other words the almost consistent spelling with ou shows that the vowel was long in all of them for the chief scribe. The u in grund may be an original spelling left unaltered, or merely due to careless writing.
§ 511. But the mod. diall. and comparison with other MSc. texts render it doubtful whether they were all pronounced alike by the author and whether the vowel sound in the words in (a) was not different from that of those in (b) . According to Ellis's lists there is some variety in the pronunc. of words containing OE. -und in the mod. Sc. diall., but ground, sb., ground, ptc., found, ptc., wound, ptc., appear everywhere with (E), and also pound except in D. 42, which has (au); ivound, sb., has always, and sound, adj. nearly always (uu) or (u), the latter has a diphthong only in D. 33; hound is more variable, it has (a) and (u) in 33, (a) also in 39, (au) in 35 and 36, and (ou) in 37. By (u) probably the halflong vowel is meant, it is not to be classed with (a) as if it were of the same origin; earlier u is nearly always (a) in mod. Sc. In no single dial, is there one consistent pronunc. with (a) or (uu) in all the words. We find, however, that two words are given with (uu) or (u) alone, never (a), viz. ivound, sb., and sound, adj. It would therefore seem that, with these two exceptions, the regular pronunc. is (a), and the (au) or (au), where found, must be borrowed from rec. sp., and not of natural growth in Scotl.
§ 512. yVith regard to words containing OFr. w», mod. Fr. on, followed by d, the evidence of Ellis's lists is, as far as it goes, perfectly uniform, viz. that the mod. pronunc. has only (u) or (uu). We find (un) in to bound, to found, in 33, expound in 39, sound, sb. in 42, and (u) in round in 37 and 39.
§ 513. There is, then, apparently a sharp distinction between the two sets of words; just as the words which in rec. sp. contain (aind) are divided into two sets in Sc., (ind) and (aind), cf. § § 396ff., so also the words which in rec. sp. contain (aund), spelt ound, are divided into two sets, (and) and (uund), in Sc. (It-must be borne in mind that in all cases the d is liable to be dropped, cf. § 399; in some it is, in fact, unjustified in Engl., being a so-called excrescent d, e.g. wund, sb., bound = OE, gebün) . We will call the former class, with (and), (a), and the latter, with (uund), ( ). To (a) belong all words which in OE. had -und, e. g. grund, stund, pund, fundian (= to go) , the participles bunden, fanden, gründen, wunden, &c., except the words wund and gesund, which belong to ( ), as also all words containing OFr. un, mod. Fr. on, e.g. rec. sp. round, to found, to bound, abound, redound, sound (with excrescent d) , &c., and words which earlier had an 8 from other sources, e.g. bound (= OE. gebün)', also such words as crowned, drowned, &c., belong to ( ). The cause of the unexpected u in wound may lie in the preceding w, (the lengthening would be prevented in wunden, ptc., by the analogy of fanden, bunden, &c., and in wundor, by the folio wing r), but in sound, adj., the reason is less clear. § 514. In the Northern counties of Engl. it is very much the same. Class ( ) has (uu), sometimes (ou, au), but class (a) has (u) or (w 0 ), which is very different from the Sc. (u), half-shortened from (uu) and corresponds regularly to Sc. (a), e. g. N. Engl. (up) = Sc. (ap); so that the distinction between the two classes is here just as sharp. Wound and sound, adj., always have the long vowel (uu) or its local representative; otherwise class (a) has the same vowel as in under, wonder, up, &c.
§ 515., It seems, then, that, just as in the case of the words containing OE. ind, in the N., there was at first a lengthening and then a return to vowel -shortness, probably through a Norse side-influence; i. e. that in Nthmb. English a native form gründ, on coming into contact with a Norse form gründ, gave up its vowel -length. The observance of the same distinction between the two classes of words in N. Engl. makes it improbable that the oldest form of English in the S. of Scotl. was different from that of N. Engl. which is reflected in the Nthmb. Gospels, and these give, as in the case of ind, certain evidence of vowel-length both through accents and spelling with double u, e. g. hunduelle (centesiinum) Matt. 13. 8; hund (centum) Joh. 18. 12, 21. 8, panda 19. 39, suundor 7. 18, suunder 8. 6; suundorlice, Mk. 13, 3; grand, Luke 14. 29 ; also fif hund, with straight stroke over the u, Luke 7. 41, with which compare fif hund, Luke 9. 14, where perhaps the stroke is meant for the u instead of the n.
§ 516. Whatever be the correct explanation of the short vowel, the mod. diall. would lead us to expect no rimes at all between words of the two classes (a) and (ß) in pure Sc. We must therefore conclude that the author of Clar. did not write pure Sc. in these words, (for the rimes in § 509 (b) are too many for us to look upon them as merely careless riming); that is, his language had in respect of these words deviated further away from the vernacular and adapted itself more to Engl. forms that it had in words containing OE. ind, in which, as we have seen, it was more conservative (unless it be mere chance that he has no rimes between OE. ind and ynd).
§ 517. We find that many other MSc. texts show the same corruption, especially those which in other respects are strongly tinged by Engl. influence. (a) ground, sb. : bound, ptc. 6. 202, 11. 1112, into sowndyr : owndir (= under) 6. 578, ground : found, ptc. 8. 594, 10. 648, bwn (= bound, ptc.) : fwn (= found, ptc.), var. bundin : fundin 9. 664, bund : fund, var. bundin : fundin 11. 948, foun (= found, ptc.) : woun (= won, ptc.) 9. 1498, 10. 960; (β) wound, sb. : found, inf. 3. 204, (&c.), sound, 'adj. : found, mi. 5. 464, 9. 58, wnsound : abound 8. 788, sound, adj. : round 9. 1922, 10. 280, wound, sb. : abound 8. 226 : confound 8. 732; a : β, stound : wound, sb. 6. 734, 9. 1306 a : β, habound : wound : stound : sound, adj. 9. 159, stound : drownd : round : wound, sb. 72. 103. Dougl . is very irregular, and has mostly mixed, α : β rimes in Pal. of Hon. and KingH.; in his Virg. they are also found, although the majority seem to be regular here -aboundit : roundit (= whispered) : resoundit : ygroundit 1. 10. 14, hunder : founder : wonder : vnder : thunder 1. 12. 20, sound, sb. : ground : found : abound 1. 16. 6, confoundit : foundit : igroundit : resoundit 1. 21. 7, stound, sb. : ground : confound : wound, sb. 1.58. 25, ground : sound, sb. : redound : wound, sb. 1. 96. 23, ground : sound, adj. 2. 127. 26, ground : rebound 2. 155. 4, wound : resound : found, ptc. 2. 166. 19, &c § 518. As some of the above mentioned works were only partially examined, the a : β rimes may perhaps be somewhat more numerous than appears here. None of them appear to be free from them except Bruce and Troj. W., but it will be noticed that stound is of most frequent occurrence among the α : β rimes, so that perhaps it should like sound (OE. gesund) be reckoned to the β-class for some of the texts; as the word is not given by Ellis in his lists, we have no evidence from the mod. diall. to assist us; but if we make this allowance, then Wall., Dunb. and Montg. are also free from exceptions, which is a strong argument for placing stound in the β-class; these poets are on the whole so free from Anglicisms, that it would be astonishing if they here showed exceptions. The number of exceptions in the Satir. P. is very striking, seeing that in the treatment of OE. ind and ynd they are so consistent; we must look upon this as proof that, like the author of Clar., the authors of some of them had from some cause or other a more Anglicised proiiunc. in this class of words; the mod. diall. show, too, as we have seen, less conservatism than in the case of ind, although it is uncertain how far the irregular forms are of native growth and how far due to Engl. influence. The Satir. P. require an exact examination and separation according to date and dial., for they are by different authors whose language will probably be found to vary in many respects.
§ 519. As in the Ms. of Clar., so with most of the other texts, it is very seldom that the orthography attempts to make a difference between the two classes of words, (a) and (β). This is intelligible when the rimes also show no difference, or when the texts have been copied at a later date by a scribe whose orthography was confused, as in the case of Bruce and Wall., both copied by the same scribe, John Ramsay, in 1488 and 1489. Only Dunb. and Moiitg. make an apparent distinction, the latter especially is very exact in using u always for the short vowel; au examination of merely the orthography of his poems would probably be very instructive.
§ 520. Other rimes, besides those given above, from Sc. and N. Engl. texts will be found given by Wackerzapp (the ptc. forms of verbs of Class III); but his lists are often misleading, for he has included the form boun or bound (= ready, prepared, OE. gebüri), which he has falsely understood to be from OE. bunden, ptc. of bindan-, so that some of the apparent a : rimes are not really so. § 521. It will be seen there that some of the earlier N. Engl. texts are free from a : rimes with the ptc. forms, OE. bunden, funden, &c., e. g. Curs. M. has none; such seem to appear first in York P. But a special investigation is necessary to establish the date at which they first appear in N. Engl.
§ 522. The words of Engl. origin, in which an -er follows, only have a short vowel in the mod. diall. Ellis gives under with (a) in 33, 35 and 38, and (oe) in 42, wonder with (a) in 33, (y) in 87, (i) in 41. In N. Engl. it is similar. It is uncertain whether the rime asunder : founder means that the author pronounced asunder with a long u, or founder with a short vowel, or whether it is a case of bad riming. The latter is, however, less likely, as similar rimes are found in Dougl. and S at i r P., see above. If any weight can be laid upon the spelling wounder, perhaps we have to understand a long vowel in all these words as well; if so, some other explanation than Engl. influence must be found. § 523. 3. Before ng -rimes with a) itself, toung : soung, ptc. 5.370. -b) FT. u. tonge : impunge (vb. OFr. impugner) 4. 2504.
§ 524. The spelling in (a) would seem to point to vowel-length, u, for one of the scribes; whether it was so for the author cannot be decided from the rimes, but tongue appears in all the mod. Sc. diall. with short vowel (a), and in N. Engl. and N. Midi, it generally has (u) or (u), so that if ou correctly represented the pronunc. of any district of that period, shortening must have taken place since then. Most probably the ou means a short ü as in young. In pure Sc. texts the vowel was altogether short; Montg. always has u, e.g. tung : sprung : sung : hung, S. 10. In Bellenden (Irving, p. 319) we find the same rime as in (b) No evidence to show whether the vowel is long or short; the spelling suggests a short vowel for the scribe. Ellis does not give mourn, but agrees with rec. sp.; cf. Murray, DSS., pp. 117, 148, &c. This being so we cannot well suppose that there was ever any diphthong in MSc.; the sound must have been ü all along, and the almost consistent spelling with ou in the extreme N. for pure ü is a strong argument against Holthaus and others, who argue from the orthography alone that the diphthonging of took place as early as the 14 th cent. § 532. The rimes above in (a), (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) and (h) are all proofs of an pronunc. The first in (f) shows the usual shortening of ü in OE. us, but the second, hous : thus, is somewhat striking, and most probably to be considered as a faulty rime, for there is no evidence of any shortening of the vowel in OE. has in any dial. Menze quotes the rime hus : us from G e n, E ., but here the vowel in us is probably still long, as he suggests, or else the rime is like ours, faulty.
§ 533. The rimes in (g) are difficult of explanation if bruike is to be derived from OE. brucan-, the ui of the Ms. and the rimes seem to point to an older ö; perhaps we have to do with another verb as suggested by Biilbring, p. 90, who calls attention to the form broke in L a 3. and Sir Fer., in the latter of which it rimes with OE. ä. The weak form brukien, in L a 5. explains satisfactorily according to our theory that OE. u in open syll. produces ME. ö and MSc. o. We cannot explain from brucan, unless we imagine that shortening took place before the c, as in sücan and other verbs, and that then the new £ was lengthened again in the same way as OE. £-. Cf. the mod. form of rec. sp. brook, also Montg. brook: forsook: look MP. 8. 40.
§ 534. Perhaps the spelling with u in dud, rec. sp. cloud, indicates a short vowel (o) or (a) in the pronunc. of the scribe, for to -day cloud is pronounced with (a) in D. 33; cf. Murray, DSS., p. 148, col. 2. § 535. 2. n + W -rimes with a) OE. n. trow (trüwiari) : now 3. 218.-b) OE. euw. trow : 30 w 2. 552. As shown above in § § 351, 352, we cannot derive the vb. trow from OE. treöwian, on account of these rimes, which both prove an upronunc.; the bearer of the syll. iu gow is only ü, g-ow = i-u. The. w of truwian has been vocalised and absorbed in the preceding ü.
§ 536. Of uncertain origin, youne, NE. gown : doun (OE. */) 2. 1688. The vowel is, of course, ü. shout, ("Etyiuol. unknown", Skeat) rimes only with Fr. u, : stout 3. 400 : rout(e) 3. 1064, 1072, and also contains the pure vowel u.
Y- § 537. Besides OE. cyning, for which see §540, we only have the word OE. spyrian, to track, inquire, ask; which rimes with words containing a) Angl. = WS. » -speir : feir (timor) 5. 1212. -b) Angl. e = WS. ea -speir : neir 1. 534, 1238. -c) Angl. e = WS. ie -speir : heir, vb. 1. 1248. -d) OE. e, mut. of ö -speir : in feir 5. 2378. -e) OE. espeiris, 3. sg. : murthereris 4. 108. -f) Fr. ie, e -speir(e) : maneir(e) 3. 1378 (&c.), speirit : requyrit 4. 392, 5. 502. derives them from OFr. breche and bedel-, but this is not necessary, for the OE. bryce and bydel would produce exactly the same forms as these in ME., at any rate in Northern ME. Most of the above are certainly the result of careless or wilful alterations on the part of the scribes. Only a few assonances are perhaps due to the author.
